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2014 Project Proposal for Planning Projects1 

Please respond to each question individually – do not summarize your answers collectively in 
essay format. Local citizen and technical advisory groups will use this information to evaluate 
your project. Limit your response to ten pages (single-sided) You may delete the italicized 
portion of the questions and inapplicable supplemental questions to shorten the proposal). 

RCO Manual 18, Salmon Recovery Grants section and appendix references are available at 
www.rco.wa.gov/doc_pages/manuals_by_number.shtml. 

Submit this proposal as a PRISM attachment titled “Project Proposal.” 

NOTE: Sponsors of barrier inventory projects should NOT fill out this proposal. They should 
instead use the Barrier Inventory Project Proposal. 

1. Problem Statement 

Provide an overview of fish resources, current habitat conditions, site or reach 
conditions, gaps in knowledge, and other key salmon recovery problem(s) in the 
watershed that this project is intended to address. Include the scale of the problem 
and current and historic factors important to understanding the need for this project. Be 
specific – avoid general statements. When possible, list your sources of information by 
citing specific studies, reports, and other documents. (Fish passage design/feasibility studies 
should concisely describe the passage problem (outfall, velocity, slope, etc.), the current 
barrier (age, material, shape, and condition), whether it is a complete or partial barrier, and 
the amount and quality of habitat to be opened if the barrier is corrected. 

This is a proposal of a design only project to plan to engineer and design the removal of 
a 48’ long perched culvert that is a complete barrier and goes under Steptoe Canyon 
Road. We are planning on removal of this small width perched culvert in order to open 
up 5.3 miles of stream to Steelhead smolt. About 2.1 miles along Steptoe Creek and 3.2 
miles along Stuart Creek. Stuart creek is a cold water, spring fed stream, while Steptoe 
creek is a TMDL issue creek with warm water during the summer moths. By removing 
this perched culvert we will allow access to 5.3 miles of stream bed for summering smolt. 
These two creeks have been closed off to fish for more than fifty years. There is ample 

                                                 
1 Includes assessment, design, and study and combination planning and acquisition projects, excluding barrier inventories. 

Project Number  
Project Name Steptoe Creek Perched Culvert Design Only 
Sponsor Palouse CD 
Planning Type Choose preliminary design, final design, assessment 

http://www.rco.wa.gov/doc_pages/manuals_by_number.shtml
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water in these streams to allow steelhead smolt way up stream. The Conservation 
District has already got a promise from two ranchers along these streams that they wish 
to remove their cows from these shorelines and restore the riparian with CREP. This 
portion of the proposed project is design only. By replacing this old perched culvert with 
a squash pipe in 2016 we will allow the CREP program to go forward along more than 
5.5 miles of stream. This perched culvert is little less than half a mile from the mouth of 
Steptoe Creek and crosses under Steptoe Canyon Rd. at a 45 degree angle. It is poorly 
designed and has caused all kinds of fish passage issues for many years. In 2002 Glen 
Mendle urged Whitman County to correct this obstruction to fish passage. They did not 
due to budgeting issues. So now with both landowners in this drainage wanting to install 
the CREP program and open up these streams to fish the PCD decided to move forward 
with this design only project at this time. We have also talked with Mark Storey on site 
the Whitman Public Works Director and he has offered match for the ‘Design Only” at 
1500.00 and up to 50,000.00 for the actual replacement of the perched culvert during the 
implamentation phase. The second part of this project is the RTT requested stream 
barrier assessment to be completed upstream of the perched culvert site along both 
Steptoe Creek and Stuart Creek. This assessment will be done by the WDF&W stream 
barrier assessment team out of Olympia. The team will use their established protocals.   

Project Purpose 

When answering the questions below, please refer to Chapter 4 of the Stream Habitat 
Restoration Guidelines (wdfw.wa.gov/publications/pub.php?id=00043) for a definition of 
restoration goals and objectives.  

A. State the project goal(s). The goal of planning projects should be to remedy 
observed problems, ideally by addressing their root causes, or to fill gaps in 
knowledge. Goal statements should articulate desired outcomes (your vision for 
desired future condition) and what species benefit from those outcomes.  

Our “Design only Project” goal is to partner with Whitman County and the Uhlenkott 
family and design the best fix to the current issue caused by the inadiquit perched culvert. 
Gary Ausman PE will design in conceltation with Whitman County a working culvert 
system that will allow for Steptoe Creek to be opened up and allow for steelhead smolt to 
access both Stuart Creek and Steptoe Creek. There will also be a upstream barrier 
assessment done at the request of the local RTT to insure that there are no more fish 
barriers upstream. 

B. List the project’s objectives. Objectives are statements of specific outcomes that 
typically can be measured or quantified over time. Objectives are more specific 
than goals and less specific than tasks (the specific steps that would be taken to 
accomplish each of the objectives).  

Our objective for this first phase of design only is to meet all State and Whitman County 
requirements for culvert designs on Steelhead berring streams. This design only project will 
allow us to prepare and design a on the ground project that will follow all standards and specs 
required by law. Ultimately are objective is to be ready for the implementation phase  

http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/pub.php?id=00043
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2. Project Context 

A. Describe the location of the project in the watershed, including the name of 
the water body(ies), upper and lower extent of the project (if only a portion of the 
watershed is targeted), and whether the project occurs in the near shore, estuary, 
main stem, tributary, off channel, adjacent uplands, or other location.    

Near confluence of Steptoe Creek with the Snake River, Perched Culvert ½ mile 
up Steptoe Canyon Rd.,46.27’ 00”, -117.11’05”. Assessment to cover 6 miles of 
stream above the design only culvert. This assessment is to be done to WDF&W 
PROTOCOLS by the WDF&W barrier assessment team out of Olympia. 

B. List the fish resources present at the site and targeted by this project. 

Species 

Life History Present 
(egg, juvenile, 
adult) 

Current Population 
Trend (decline, stable, 
rising) 

ESA 
Coverage 
(Y/N) 

Life History Target 
(egg, juvenile, adult) 

Steelhead      Smolt ? yes smolts 
     
     
     

C. Discuss how this project fits within your regional recovery plan and local 
lead entity’s strategy to restore or protect salmonid habitat in the 
watershed (i.e., Does the assessment fill a data gap identified as a priority in the 
lead entity’s strategy or regional recovery plan? Does the project address a priority 
action, occur in a priority area, or target priority fish species?)  

This project design will allow us to open up 5.3 miles of stream currently closed 
due to this perched culvert on lower Steptoe Creek, Whitman Co. The PCD is the 
lead entity for WIRA 34 and they are very willing for this project to go forward. 
This is a targeted project to allow steelhead smolt up stream after the perched 
culvert is removed and replaced. This is a small msa stream system and has been 
closed to all fish for over fifty years. This site has been pin pointed by WDF&W 
since 2002 and by NRCS in their rapid water Assessment since 2006. It was also 
reviewed by WWCC barrier assessment report in 2009. At the request of the local 
RTT a upstream barrier assessment to WDF&W barrier assessment was added 
and budgeted for. WDF&W has been contacted and preparation for the 
assessment is underway.     

D. Explain why it is important to do this project now instead of at a later date. 
Consider its sequence relative to other needs in the watershed and the current level 
and imminence of risk to habitat in your discussion.  

This is a design only proposal so the on the ground project will be done later. 
This project to Design only keeps the donkey ahead of the cart or the salmon 
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ahead of the net. The barrier assessment is at the request of the local RTT and will 
allow us to discover if there are any additional barriers upstream of the perched 
culvert. This site has been ignored for fifty years and any native runs of smolt that 
once came up this stream system are long gone, so we have the opportunity now 
to return this system to use by the Steelhead in the Snake River. We see it as a 
priority as the local county and the private landowners are willing and in favor of 
this work being done right now.    

E. If any part or phase of this project has previously been reviewed or funded 
by the SRFB, please fill in the table below. N/A 

 

Project # or Name Status 
Status of Prior Phase Deliverables and Relationship to 
Current Proposal? 

 � Completed 
� In Process 
� Not Funded* 

 

 � Completed 
� In Process 
� Not Funded* 

 

 � Completed 
� In Process 
� Not Funded* 

 

* If previous project was not funded, describe how the current proposal differs from the original. 

3. Project Description 

NOTE that projects that include acquisition have supplemental questions at the end of 
this proposal. Please answer the questions below and all pertinent supplemental 
questions. The PCD, Whitman County Public Works Dept. and the Uhlencott family have 
agreed to produce a “Design Only” project concerning plans to remove a complete fish 
barrier that is a perched culvert .49 miles above the confluence of Steptoe Creek with the 
Snake River in southeast Whitman County 8 miles north of Clarkston, Asotin County, WA. 

A. Provide a detailed description of the proposed project and how it will 
address the problem described above. (Proposals that include an assessment or 
inventory should describe its design and methodology.)  

We will design a new culvert that will allow fish passage up into 5.3 miles of cold-
water stream. This “Design Only” project will allow all the partners to present PE 
stamped plans that will greatly advance our objective of replacing this perched 
culvert which is a complete fish barrier at this time. Gary Ausman PE will design a 
new culvert that will maintain the current gradient and allow for consistant flows 
while connecting this stream to its natural channel. By designing a new culvert 
system after doing field surveys and measurements with a laser system  
determing drop, course and angle of flow Gary will be able draw up presise plans 
that you folks will be proud of. The requested instream barrier assessment will 
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cover the 6 miles upstream of the perched culvert site. This assessment by the 
WDF&W barrier assessment team will result in a written report by that team. 

B. Clearly list and describe all products that will be produced (i.e., project 
deliverables). If the project will produce a design, please specify the level of design 
that will be developed (conceptual, preliminary, or final); design deliverables must 
comply with those described in RCO Manual 18, Salmon Recovery Grants, Appendix 
D-1, D-2, and D-3.  

We will design a new culvert passage that will be a PE stamped final design and 
engineered to meet all requirements for such proposed projects. The sole 
product are PE stamped plans that will allow us to move forward. 

C. If the project will occur in phases or is part of a larger recovery strategy, 
describe the goal of the overall strategy, explain individual sequencing steps 
and which steps are included in this application. Attach a map in PRISM that 
illustrates how this project fits into the overall recovery strategy, if relevant  

This is the first project of two . This is a design only project. The installment phase 
will come to you in 2016. 

i. If your proposal includes an assessment or inventory (NOTE: project 
may extend across a wide area and cover multiple properties): Just 
two properties-The uhlenkott property and the Whitman County 
road right away. The barrier assessment will cover three property 
owners-Whitman County, Uhlenkotts and Stouts. All haave been 
contacted and are in agreement for us to proceed. 

ii. Describe any previous or ongoing assessment or inventory work in 
your project’s geographic area and how this project will build upon 
rather than duplicate completed work.  

There has been “fish population” work by DFW in the past see 
(Mendle 2002). There has not been any fish passage work to remove 
complete barriers. The 2009 WWCC barrier assessment report, The 
NRCS Rapid Water Report in 2006 all pointed to this perched culvert 
as a big issue and a complete fish barrier. So the local RTT has 
requested another upstream barrier assessment that will be 
performed by WDF&W and their Fish barrier assessment team. 

 

Describe how the assessment or inventory addresses the stages and 
elements in Guidance on Watershed Assessment for Salmon (Joint 
Natural Resources Cabinet, May 2001, 
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www.digitalarchives.wa.gov/governorlocke/gsro/watershed/watershed.pdf). 
This assessment will meet all requirements and guidance as it will be 
done by the WDF&W FISH BARRIER ASSESSMENT TEAM to their 
protocals. 

D. If your proposal includes developing a design: 

i. Will a licensed professional engineer develop the project design? If 
your project will not be designed by a professional engineer, please describe 
the qualifications and experience of your project design team.  

Yes, Gary Ausman PE Area engineer for five CDs in Southeastern 
Washington. 

ii. For final design projects, if you do not intend to apply for permits as 
part of this project’s scope of work, please explain why and when 
permit applications will be submitted.  

We will apply for permits once the Design Only is finished – this is not 
included in this phase of the project and will occur separately at a later 
date.   

E. Has Washington Department of Natural Resources confirmed that your 
project is or is not on state-owned aquatic lands? Please refer to RCO Manual 
18, Salmon Recovery Grants, Section 6 for information on state-owned aquatic 
lands and who to contact at Department of Natural Resources. Projects on state-
owned aquatic lands must attach a Landowner Acknowledgement Form (RCO 
Manual 18, Salmon Recovery Grants, Appendix F) in PRISM signed by Department 
of Natural Resources. If the location of your design is not yet known in order to 
make this determination, write N/A). N/A-This site is on private land (Uhlenkott’s 
and on a Whitman County road right of way. 

The Snake River Salmon Recovery Board Lead Entity has contacted DNR 
and confirmed that the projet is not on SOAL’s (or at least DNR is not 
asserting ownership at this time). 

F. If your proposal includes a fish passage or screening design: N/A 

i. Has the project received a Priority Index (PI) or Screening Priority 
Index (SPI) number? If so, provide the PI or SPI number and describe 
how it was generated: Physical survey, reduced sample full survey, 
expanded threshold determination, or Washington Department of Fish and 
Wildlife generated (list source, such as a study or inventory). Refer to the 
Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Fish Passage Barrier and Surface Water 

http://www.digitalarchives.wa.gov/governorlocke/gsro/watershed/watershed.pdf
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Screening Assessment and Prioritization Manual at 
wdfw.wa.gov/publications/pub.php?id=00061 for guidance. 

It is unknown if the project has received a PI or SPI number, it is our 
understanding that the barrier hasn’t been surveyed by WDFW. It has 
been eletro-shocked up to the barrier where STEELHEAD smolt were 
found. 

 

ii. For fish passage design projects: 

1. If a culvert or arch is proposed, will it employ a stream 
simulation, no slope, hydraulic, or other design?  

I do not know at this point as this is an application to determine 
that very thing. 

2. Describe the amount and quality of habitat made accessible if 
the barrier is corrected.  

There are several outstanding functioning riparian buffers along 
these two streams. The two landowners have protected these sites 
and fenced off several reaches. This is a flashy system and can with 
the right conditions generate floods in excess of 300 cfs. So there 
is from time to time structural reformation of the creek beds. 
Currently there are many hundreds of cold water pools on Stuart 
Creek and maybe 120 along Steptoe Creek. So there are many 
cold water pools under functioning canopy buffers. By getting this 
design only project right we will be able to install a great 
replacement project later. The 5.3 miles that will benefit as a result 
of the currant Design only Project is important in making this 
stream system eligible for CREP and protecting those areas that 
now have functioning buffers.  

3. Identify if there are additional fish passage barriers 
downstream or upstream of this project.  

There are not to our knowledge. I have driven all of Steptoe and 
portions of the Stuart drainage 3xs and have not observed any 
other complete barriers to fish passage. There are no other 
perched culverts though there are four other culverts on Steptoe 
Creek and none on Stuart Creek. There will be a fish barrier 
assessment performed by the WDF&W survey team funded by this 
proposal. 

http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/pub.php?id=00061
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G. Describe other approaches and design alternatives that were considered to 
achieve the project’s objectives and why the proposed alternative was 
selected.  

None as this is the only thing that will work on this site. The design only proposal 
is the only way to proceed with this project. We ruled out design only bridge as 
there is a real cost benefit issue for the site. 

H. Describe your experience managing this type of project.  

7.5 years at the WWCCD. 

I. Explain how the project’s cost estimates were determined.  

By asking the PE what he figured it would cost to do this design only proposal. 
Figuring a reasonable cost for the WDF&W fish barrier assessment teams time 
and report. 

J. List Project Partners and their role and contribution to the project. Attach a 
Partner Contribution Form (Manual 18, Salmon Recovery Grants, Appendix G) from 
each partner in PRISM, when required (refer to Manual 18, Salmon Recovery 
Grants, Section 3 for when this form is required).  

The PCD or the Palouse Conservation District will provide the PE Engineer, The 
Uhlenkotts will provide access to their land and are entering the CREP program 
afterwards, Whitman County Public Works Department will provide in kind match 
of 1500.00 for the design only project and up to 50,000.00 for the 
implamentation portion later down the road. The SRSRB will provide the 
18,500.00 for the Design Only portion of this proposal and the WDF&W fish 
barrier assessment and report. 

K. List all landowner names. If the proposed project occurs on land not owned by the 
grant applicant, attach a signed Landowner Acknowledgement Form (Manual 18, 
Salmon Recovery Grants, Appendix F) in PRISM from each landowner 
acknowledging that his or her property is proposed for SRFB funding consideration. 
(Refer to Manual 18, Salmon Recovery Grants, Section 3 for exclusions to this 
requirement.)  

Toby Uhlenkott (Son of landowner, rancher) , Whitman County Public Works 
Dept. (Mark Storey), Palouse Conservation District (Jennifer Boie) and the SRSRB. 

L. Contingency Planning: State any constraints, uncertainties, possible 
problems, delays, or additional expenses that may hinder completion of the 
project. Explain how you will address these issues as they arise and their 
likely impact on the project.  
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None for this design only proposal or the fish barrier assessment and report. 
There are no issues seen as of right now (11 May). 

M. List and describe the major tasks and schedule you will use to complete the 
project. (Planning projects should typically be completed within two years 
of funding approval).  

This design only project will be completed and ready by fall 2015 and ready to 
use for our on the ground project in fall 2016. 

N. Using the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Fish Passage 
Barrier and Surface Water Diversion Screening Assessment and 
Prioritization Manual (wdfw.wa.gov/publications/pub.php?id=00061), 
provide the following information: 

i. Inventory scope (road-based, stream-based). 3.2 miles road based, 
2.3 mile by foot 

ii. Methodology to be used for estimating potential habitat gain. By 
photo points and replanting under the CREP program. 

iii. Geographic area to be covered. Steptoe Creek drainage 

iv. Inventory equipment. That is up to WDF&W TEAM MEMBERS 

v. What types of landowners will be targeted (state, private, etc.). None 
are targeted-all are partners and they are Whitman County, the 
Uhlenckotts (ranchers), The Stouts (ranchers) 

vi. Data management (i.e. what type of database will be used). 
Whatever  the WDF&W team utilizes- I do not know at this point. 

vii. Products to be produced. A written report on the Fish Barrier 
Assessment from the Steptoe Creek drainage. 

O. Describe any previous or ongoing barrier inventories within your project’s 
geographic area and how this project will build upon rather than duplicate 
completed work. There was a NRCS Rapid Water Report in 2006 and a 
WWCC Fish barrier Assessment in 2009. This current requested ffish barrier 
assessment is at the request of the local RTT. There was a large flash flood 
through this canyon February 2014 so who knows what reality on the 
ground after that event. 

http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/pub.php?id=00061
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P. Explain how the results of the inventory will lead directly to projects that 
benefit salmonids. If there are no fish barriers above the perched culvert 
then we wwill proceed, if there are fish barriers then we will re-assess our 
project. 

Q. Describe the experience of the project manager and field personnel in 
conducting barrier inventories. NOTE that field personnel and the project 
manager must attend the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Fish 
Passage Barrier and Surface Water Diversion Screening Assessment Training before 
initiating site assessment of barriers. Data must be collected using the 
methodologies and protocols described in the department’s "Fish Passage Barrier 
and Surface Water Diversion Screening Assessment and Prioritization Manual.” The 
assessment will be done by the WDF&W Fish Barrier Assessment Team out of 
Olympia. This is what these professinals do. They follow their protocals and write 
the report. 

 

Response to Review Panel Comments 

Use this section to respond to the comments you will receive after your initial site visits, and 
then again after you submit your final application. 

Response to Site Visit Comments 

Please describe how you’ve responded to the review panel’s initial site visit comments. We 
recommend that you list each of the review panel’s comments and questions and identify how you 
have responded. You also may use this space to respond directly to their comments. 
 
Review Panel Site Visit Comments: 
It’s great to see a project in Whitman County.  This design-only project will address a complete barrier 
that could provide significant steelhead habitat following restoration activities.   The stream crossing has 
a significant channel gradient and will require careful design to address grade control issues.  The 
diameter of the pipe should be sized conservatively (on the large side) to accommodate the flashy 
nature of the the creek and to help maintain natural channel processes, including sediment and debris 
transport. 
 
Please describe the quality of habitat above the project and clarify passability of the next culvert 
upstream and whether it could be a barrier to juveniles attempting to move upstream. 
 
Project Sponsor Response: Will Know more after the assessment concerning the barrier question. There 
is outstanding riparian habitat upstream for 1.1 miles then it becomes degraded. As to the grade/slope 
of the perched culvert site our engineer is well aware of the issues on this site and will do a design 
according to site specs he discovers during his surveying and measuring. He is a great PE and 
understands what must be met on site. 
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Response to Post-Application Comments 

Please describe how you’ve responded to the review panel’s post-application comments. We 
recommend that you list each of the review panel’s comments and questions and identify how you 
have responded. You also may use this space to respond directly to their comments. 

 

















Barrier Evaluation Form – Single Culvert at Crossing 
Location Information 

Project Name: Steptoe Creek Perched Culvert Design Only     SRFB Project #:       County: Whitman Co.      

HPA #:       Parcel #: 8      

GPS Location: Datum - WGS84 -decimal degrees  Latitude: 46.27’ 05”       Longitude: -117 12’05”       

¼ Section:       Section:       Township:  T 36 N Range: R 45 E          X  East     
West 

Stream Name: Steptoe Creek      Tributary To: Snake RIVER      WRIA #: 34      

Driving Directions: From Clarkston take red wolf bridge over Snake River turn left onto sr 193 go to mouth of Steptoe Creek turn right go east ½ mile to 
perched culvert.       

Landowner Information 

Landowner:  Toby Uhlenkott      Mailing Address: 1610 Birch Dr. 

City: Lewiston      State:   Idaho Zip: 83501 Phone: (   )       

Cell: (   )      Fax: (   )        Email:       

Landowner Agent:       Mailing Address:       

City:       State:    Zip:       Phone: (   )       

Cell: (   )      Fax: (   )        Email:       

Evaluator Information 

Evaluator Name: Mike Denny Affiliation: Palouse CD 

Mailing Address: 915 MAIN ST.      City Pomeroy State: WA Zip: 99347      

Phone: 509-843-9005      Fax:       Cell: 509-843-7517      Email: mikepcdistrict@qwestoffice.net 

Barrier Information (measurements in meters) 

Is the stream fish-bearing?  x  Yes     No     Unknown    Species:  steelhead       Date of Visit: 10 April 14      

Fish-bearing criteria:  Fish Observation     Stream Type   x  SASSI/Stream Catalog     Physical Criteria     Other:          

Stream flow: x  Perennial     Intermittent     Unknown    Source of information:       

Will this culvert be entered into the WDFW-FPDSI (formerly SSHEAR) database?  x  Yes     No    If yes, Site ID #:       

Shape: round      Material: steel Apron:  None     Upstream     Downstream     Both Span:       

Rise:       Length: 48’      Water Depth in Culvert: 5”      Water Surface Drop:       

Drop Location: x  Outlet     Inlet     Inside   Countersunk: x  Yes     No    Unknown Culvert Slope(%): unknown       

Bankfull Width (outside influence of culvert): 6’      Culvert Span/Bankfull Width Ratio:       

Plunge Pool: Length (culvert to tail-out):          OHW width:          Max depth:       Road fill DS: ?      Road width: 20’      

Fishway Present?   Yes    x  No    (if yes, describe in Comments)  Tide gate Present?   Yes    No     Unknown 

Is this culvert a fish passage barrier?   x  Yes     No     Unknown     Level B needed 

Problem with culvert:x  WS drop    Slope    Velocity    Depth Percent Passability:  0%     33%     67%     100% 

Habitat Quality:  Excellent    x  Good     Poor     Unknown 

Comments(Describe crossing condition, fish observations, habitat quality etc):  Steelhead reach downhill slope of culvert cannot enter culvert (mendle 
2002) This culvert is a complete block to more than five miles of stream.       

 

 



Steptoe Creek Perched culvert Design Only - Draft Cost Estimate

Unit Unit Cost Total
Field Survey 35 hours 50 1750
Digital terrain Model 25 hours 50 1250
computation 25 hours 50 1250
CAD Drafting 45 hours 50 2250
Volume Calc/Tabulation 25 hours 50 1250
Plan/Detail Creation 40 hours 50 2000
Final Review/Revisions 30 hours 50 1500
Project Admin 25 hours 50 1250
Passage and Habitat assessment WDFW sub-contract 6000 6,000
MATCH: Palouse CD Project Coordination 40 hours 50 2000
MATCH: Whitman County match for design review in-kind 1500 1500

Travel Expenses Lump Sum 150
Total 22000
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